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Simulation experiments are typically conducted repeatedly during themodel development process, for example, to re-validate
if a behavioral property still holds ater several model changes. Approaches for automatically reusing and generating simula-
tion experiments can support modelers in conducting simulation studies in a more systematic and efective manner.hey rely
on explicit experiment speciications and, so far, on user interaction for initiating the reuse. hereby, they are constrained to
support the reuse of simulation experiments in a speciic seting. Our approach now goes one step further by automatically
identifying and adapting the experiments to be reused for a variety of scenarios. To achieve this, we exploit provenance
graphs of simulation studies, which provide valuable information about the previous modeling and experimenting activities,
and contain meta-information about the diferent entities that were used or produced during the simulation study. We deine
provenance paterns and associate them with a semantics, which allows us to interpret the diferent activities, and construct
transformation rules for provenance graphs. Our approach is implemented in a Reuse and Adapt framework for Simulation
Experiments (RASE) which can interface with various modeling and simulation tools. In the case studies, we demonstrate
the utility of our framework for a) the repeated sensitivity analysis of an agent-based model of migration routes, and b) the
cross-validation of two models of a cell signaling pathway.
CCS Concepts: • General and reference→ Experimentation; • Computing methodologies→ Simulation environ-
ments; Model veriication and validation.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: simulation experiment, simulation study, reuse, provenance, graph paterns

1 INTRODUCTION
Simulation experiments reveal important information about the behavior of a model. herefore, a wide variety
of simulation experiments are conducted during a simulation study [5, 61]. Automatically generating and execut-
ing simulation experiments allows simulation studies to be conducted in an easier and more systematic manner.
One option presents the goal-directed reuse of simulation experiments. In [51], statistical model checking exper-
iments [1] were reused to check whether the composition of simulation models still exhibits certain behavioral
properties. he tested properties can be interpreted as requirements, specifying the expected behavior of the
simulation model [58], or as hypotheses to be tested in the development of a simulation model [39]. In the area
of cardiac cellular electrophysiology, simulation experiments have been automatically reused to compare dif-
ferent model variants speciied in CellML to assess their underlying hypotheses and their validity [13]. Other
approaches focus on the reuse of a simulation experiment’s results (outputs) for setings in which experiments
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are performed repeatedly with the same simulation model, e.g., with various parameter conigurations, and aim
to increase computational eiciency by avoiding the execution of simulation experiments [19].

In the above approaches, the type of simulation experiment, and/or kind of simulation model (including the
modeling formalisms) have been constrained to support an automatic reuse of simulation experiments in a
speciic seting. However, various simulation experiments tend to be conducted repeatablywith diferent variants
of the simulationmodel during its development, and thus the repetition of simulation experiments forms a salient
feature of the modeling and simulation life cycle.

To approach the question of how to support the automatic reuse of simulation experiments more generally
while conducting simulation studies, necessary ingredients and accessible information sources need to be iden-
tiied. A prerequisite for the reuse of simulation experiments is a clear separation of concerns between model,
simulator, and simulation experiment. In addition, simulation experiments need to be explicitly speciied to be
accessible and reusable. Over the last two decades, various approaches have been developed that allow an explicit
speciication of simulation experiments. To those belong model-based approaches such as [66], domain-speciic
languages such as SESSL [17], or standardized formats such as SED-ML [72]. Only if simulation experiments
are explicitly speciied, they can be automatically interpreted. heir interpretation is facilitated by schemas [74]
for the diferent types of experiments, possibly complemented by ontologies about their various roles [58] and
designs [60].

Also the past contains valuable information that can be exploited in a variation of Santayana’s phrase “hose
who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”: hose who can remember and interpret the past can
efectively plan the steps ahead which might include, in the case of simulation studies, a deliberate repetition of
steps. Provenance information about simulation models reveals crucial information about a simulation model’s
past in terms of how a model has been developed. his includes information sources as well as activities, such as
the conduction of simulation experiments that contributed to its development [57]. Provenance information may
be used to relate information sources, activities, and generated entities, within and beyond individual simulation
models thus forming entire families of models [10]. Here, we will pursue the question of how to automatically
detect new experiments to be reused based on what has been done before. he reuse of simulation experiments
refers to the reuse of a simulation experiment speciication, which is then adapted and executed.

As the central building block of our approach, we deine typical paterns that can be observed in the prove-
nance graph of simulation studies, and associate themwith semantics. Based on the paterns we specify rules that
automatically identify experiments to reuse, and then adapt, generate, and execute a new experiment. Updates
of the provenance graph function as triggers to this process. he approach is implemented as the open-source
Reuse and Adapt framework for Simulation Experiments (RASE).

We demonstrate the utility of our framework in two simulation studies, from demography and cell biology.We
show that simulation experiments as well as other provenance entities can be efectively reused and exploited
for automatically generating a simulation experiment.

he outline of this paper is as follows. First, in Section 2 we introduce the prerequisites for our approach,
including provenance andmeans for explicitly specifying simulation experiments.hen, we go deeper into when
and which simulation experiments are typically reused (Section 3). In Section 4, we present our reuse-and-adapt
framework for simulation experiments.his is then followed by implementation details in Section 5. In Section 6,
we apply our framework to two simulation studies from demography and cell biology, respectively: one aimed
at developing a simulation model to study the impact of information low on migration, the other aimed at
revealing crucial mechanisms of a central signaling pathway. We inish the paper with related work in Section 7,
and conclusions and future work in Section 8.
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2 BACKGROUND
Our approach is based on two main ingredients: 1) the concept of provenance for simulation studies and 2)
explicitly speciied simulation experiments. his section provides important background knowledge on these
topics.

2.1 Provenance of Simulation Studies
As stated by the W3C Provenance Working Group, provenance provides “information about entities, activities,
and people involved in producing a piece of data or thing, which can be used to form assessments about its quality,
reliability, or trustworthiness” [45]. To apply provenance to products of modeling and simulation studies requires
identifying the central activities and products of modeling and simulation, and puting those into relation in a
directed acyclic graph [57]. Based on an earlier specialization of the PROV Data Model (PROV-DM) [45] for
telling the tale behind a simulation model or a simulation study [10], we identiied the important entities to be
the research questions (RQ), simulation models (SM), simulation experiments (SE), simulation data (SD), other
data (D), e.g., from the wet-lab or surveys, requirements (R), qualitative model (QM), assumptions (A), theories
(T), and other information (O). Entities containmeta-information about a product, e.g., the simulation experiment
entities will include the experiment speciications either as text or as a reference to a ile. Entities are related to
activities by the dependencies wasGeneratedBy (activity← entity) and used (entity← activity). he activities
will represent the typical activities of the modeling and simulation life cycle such as building a simulation model,
its calibration, or validation [5, 61].

To record and view provenance information about simulation studies diferent possibilities exist. While con-
ducting a simulation study, usually ine-grained provenance information about the various activities, informa-
tion sources, and products is collected, e.g., in artifact-based worklows [58]. Recording the information within
a graph database then enables zooming in and out of simulation studies and displaying provenance informa-
tion on diferent levels of aggregation [2, 59]. hese can be created from every lower-level provenance graph
by aggregating smaller (similar) activities and then using only the most recent entities as inputs and outputs to
the aggregated activity. For example, instead of representing multiple conceptual modeling and model building
steps that consider the research question, qualitative model, and assumption one ater the other, and producing
various intermediate versions of the simulation model, the aggregated view would show simply a model build-
ing activity that takes as inputs the research question RQ, the qualitative model QM, and the requirement R1, and
produces a simulation model (see activity a1 in Figure 1). More coarse-grained provenance information still re-
veals important information about the development process of the individual simulation model and its potential
for reuse, or of entire sets of simulation models [10]. In the later case, the provenance information elucidates a
family of simulation models with their speciic relations, partly shared data and information sources, and close
ties realized by cross-validations. Coarse provenance is also oten recorded manually ater a simulation study
has been conducted (ideally by those who conducted the simulation study) [10].

2.2 Explicit Simulation Experiments
he execution of simulation experiments plays a central role in the modeling and simulation life cycle. Treating
simulation experiments as irst-class objects and making their speciications explicit facilitates their generation,
reuse, repetition as well as their reproducibility, which has been identiied as one of the main challenges in
computational sciences [29]. Not surprisingly, reporting guidelines for simulation studies increasingly demand
information about simulation experiments, e.g., the “Strengthening the reporting of empirical simulation studies”
(STRESS) in the ield of operational research and management sciences [44], the “Overview, Design concepts
and Details” (ODD) protocol for agent-based models in ecology [23], TRACE (TRAnsparent and Comprehen-
sive Ecological modelling documentation) [22], which aims at documenting entire simulation studies, including
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Fig. 1. Example of a provenance graph in the PROV-DM notation [6].

calibration, analysis, and validation experiments, or MIASE (Minimum Information About a Simulation Experi-
ment) [71].

Another strand of research focuses on specifying simulation experiments unambiguously in amachine-accessible
and executable manner. Numerous domain-speciic languages and formats have been developed that all tar-
get diferent application domains. hese include, e.g., the Simulation Experiment Description Markup Lan-
guage for experiments in systems biology (SED-ML) [72], a description language for the network simulator ns-3
(NEDL) [38], or Xperimenter for the design of experiments (DoE) [16]. Furthermore, model-based approaches
allow for the generation of factorial experiment design [66] and many other experiment types [74]. hese ap-
proaches also allow one to conquer a myriad of tools based on a single, tool-agnostic speciication format if
sotware bindings are implemented [17, 74].

he development of the mentioned approaches for explicit experiment speciication is also the product of
increasing awareness and application of the FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) [73].
hese do not only apply to simulation experiments but to all artifacts of the scientiic process. Also, these prin-
ciples do not only refer to how simulation experiments are speciied, but also how they are made available. E.g.,
scripts can be shared via Jupyter notebooks [35], and the simulation models, experiments, and data can be bun-
dled in archives such as COMBINE [7] or reproducible research objects such as SciUnits [69]. With regards to the
Findable and Accessible principles, these bundles can be shared via open model databases, e.g., BioModels [41]
and OpenABM [32].

3 TYPICAL REUSE SCENARIOS IN SIMULATION STUDIES
First, we want to describe some example scenarios to illustrate when our framework could be of assistance.
hese are reuse scenarios that occur in simulation studies where the development of a valid simulation model is
the focus. In these kinds of studies, the reuse of simulation experiments is typically evoked by the creation of a
new simulation model (version). Many scenarios refer to the reuse of simulation experiments within the same
simulation study. However, simulation experiments may also be reused across studies, i.e., the reused entities
are taken from another related simulation study, presuming that the provenance graphs of the two studies are
connected.

3.1 Repeated Model Validation ater Model Extension and Composition
Validation is an important task in the modeling and simulation life cycle. It is the process of substantiating
whether the model behaves consistently with our expectations, e.g., regarding data that has been measured in
the real system [54]. However, the model development is usually not completed ater the irst validation. Further
model features are added, and the modeler moves again through the phases of the modeling and simulation
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life cycle. Making changes to the simulation model then requires re-validating it [58]. In sotware engineering,
successive validation is known as regression testing: “Regression testing is performed between two diferent
versions of sotware in order to provide conidence that the newly introduced features of the [system under test]
do not interfere with the existing features” [76]. For the scientiic community, also test-driven model validation
procedures have been proposed [49].

A special case of this regression testing occurs in model composition. Frequently, models are not built from
scratch but are created by composition of existing models. he composed models may have been developed
as separate modules during the same simulation study or may originate from diferent, previously conducted
simulations studies. Once two or more models have been merged, it should be evaluated if everything still
works as expected [51]. hus, validation experiments that were conducted with the individual models are typi-
cally repeated with the composed model. his works independently of the used tools and formats, and for true
composition as well as model fusion [53]. In multi-disciplinary studies, the composition might also refer to a
co-simulation [21], where ater orchestration of the simulation units, requirement checks are repeated on the
global level before the partial solutions are combined.

3.2 Repeated Model Calibration
Calibration, also called model iting, is the process of inding a parameterization of the model which can re-
produce observed behavior of the real system [54]. While calibration and validation both typically relate to real
data, the conclusions drawn from them are essentially diferent. Whereas calibration refers to adjusting the in-
put parameters such that the resulting agreement of the model output with a chosen set of experimental data is
maximized, the goal of validation is to establish conidence in the model predictions [70]. herefore, if previous
calibration experiments exist in a simulation study, they should be repeated before the validation experiments.
Consequently, when a new model version is produced, calibration experiments are repeated. Only if the calibra-
tion was successful, can the validation be atempted. If the model cannot be calibrated such that it reproduces
the data with suicient accuracy, further model revisions are necessary.

3.3 Repeated Model Analysis
In simulation studies, many experiments are conducted that do not serve as validation or calibration. Neverthe-
less, they still reveal important information about the model, e.g., via parameter scans, optimization, sensitivity
analysis, perturbation analysis, or time course analysis [10]. It could be argued that all experiments contribute
to the validation of the simulation model as they increase our trust that the right model has been built. In the
context of this paper we assume validation experiments to be experiments distinguished as such by the model-
ers, and whose outcome can be evaluated as a success or failure, see also [58]. Especially sensitivity analysis is
increasingly becoming an integral part of simulation studies as it allows quantifying how the parameters con-
tribute to the uncertainty in the model output [15]. It is becoming good practice, to atach each model version
with uncertainty and sensitivity information.herefore, automatically reusing and repeating sensitivity analysis
experiments ater each major model version is instrumental in enhancing the quality of simulation models.

3.4 Cross-Validation with Related Simulation Studies
Cross-validation, or model alignment, is the process of comparing a simulation model with another, indepen-
dently developed model [3]. In particular, models that deal with a similar research question should be able to
reproduce each other’s results. By comparing (and i.e., validating) simulation models with other, already cal-
ibrated and validated models, a “domain validity” can be achieved and overall conidence in the models can
be established. To facilitate cross-validation, simulation experiments conducted with related, validated models
should be reused and adapted in the validation activities of the current simulation study.

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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3.5 Comparison of Alternative Implementations
Usually, there is not just one way of modeling a system. From the same conceptual model diferent computerized
models can be built. For example, the same model can be simulated using discrete event simulation (based on
Continuous-time Markov Chains) or using System Dynamics (based on Ordinary Diferential Equations ODEs),
and with or without spatial features. Comparing alternative modeling and simulation approaches is crucial, e.g.,
to uncover discrepancies in simulation results, or to ind a more eicient implementation in terms of simulation
runtime.

he comparison is done by reusing and reapplying simulation experiments that were conducted with the
other model implementation. Sometimes this comparison is done as part of the same simulation study, e.g.,
when switching to a diferent platform to improve performance. However, the re-implementation of a previous
model could also be the primary goal of a simulation study to gain a beter understanding and conidence in the
results [25]. In this case, simulation experiments have to be reused across simulation studies.

3.6 Synchronization of Concurrently Developed Models
In large simulation studies, oten numerous models, e.g., candidate models or submodels, are developed concur-
rently. his can be either the work of a single modeler or multiple modelers in a collaborative simulation study.
In collaborative worklows, the sharing and reusing of data and other products between peers is crucial to keep
the work on the diferent branches synchronized [43]. For instance, when one modeler completes a calibration
in one branch, this could trigger new experiments for the other submodels based on the calibration results.

4 REUSE AND ADAPT FRAMEWORK FOR SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
To automate the reuse of simulation experiments as in the scenarios described above, we develop a Reuse and
Adapt framework for Simulation Experiments (RASE). he framework presents a provenance-based mechanism
for reusing simulation experiments either within or across simulation studies. It exploits the observation that cer-
tain activities of the modeling and simulation life cycle produce characteristic paterns in the provenance graphs.
Based on such paterns, the production rules of a graph transformation system can be constructed. In the follow-
ing, we irst introduce the architecture of the framework. Next, we deine the provenance graph transformation
system for producing new experiment activities based on paterns of the last modeling activity and previously
conducted simulation experiments. Finally, we describe how to adapt simulation experiment speciications to
the context information from the new simulation model, which is also given by provenance.

4.1 Framework Architecture
Figure 2 provides an overview of the framework’s architecture. he entry point is the application program-
ming interface (API) that allows submiting provenance from a variety of applications, ideally on the ly while
the modeler works on the simulation study. he provenance recording applications may be stand-alone GUIs
or worklow systems that capture provenance while the users run through a number of worklow stages. he
recorded provenance is stored in a graph database. Each new activity added to that database initiates the evalu-
ation of the provenance graph transformation rules. When a rule can be applied, and thus an experiment shall
be reused for a new simulation model, the graph transformation system coordinates with the adaption and gen-
eration component. his component is required to transform the old experiment speciication to the context
of the new simulation model. he adaption is based on a model-driven engineering (MDE) approach that uses
metamodels for automatically identifying and accessing the parts of experiment speciications that have to be
adapted based on new provenance information. In some cases, however, it might be necessary to interact with
the user during this step as they may carry relevant yet implicit knowledge about the simulation study. For
example, via the API the modeler may be asked to specify a requirement in a formal manner or to review the
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Fig. 2. Overview of the reuse and adapt framework for simulation experiments (RASE).

adapted experiment design. Ater the adaptations, the MDE component generates experiment code for a speciic
modeling and simulation tool called backend. he code can be automatically executed using a backend binding.
When the experiment terminates, the simulation results are returned to the graph transformation component
and added to the provenance graph, as they contain valuable new information about the simulation study that
needs to be documented. he new provenance created by the rule evaluation can be displayed to the user via
the API.

Note that for now, we consider a provenance model that provides a macro-level view on the provenance
(see also discussion in Section 2). his allows us to eiciently interpret the intention behind an activity (e.g.,
calibration vs. validation). If provenance is recorded on a more ine-grained level, aggregation methods are
used to obtain the required provenance view. However, in the future, this framework could work on arbitrary
provenance views if adequate paterns and rules were speciied. he coniguration of the rules and paterns can
be done by any user of the framework via the API.

4.2 Experiment Reuse by Provenance Graph Transformation Rules
he framework will be driven by rules made up of provenance paterns, which form a graph transformation
system that, based on a given provenance graph, extends this graph with new simulation experiments.

4.2.1 Provenance Paterns in Simulation Studies. Provenance paterns are the central building block for our ap-
proach. Associating provenance paterns with semantics enables us to interpret what happened during the sim-
ulation study. In particular, paterns are used in four ways by our approach.

(1) Trigger paterns initiate the reuse, adaptation, and execution of certain experiments. For us, trigger pat-
terns always denote activities that produce a simulation model. Note that, especially if more ine-grained
provenance information is available, other triggers that do not produce a simulation model might be pos-
sible.
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(2) Experiment paterns are used to identify and retrieve previous simulation experiments. hey describe ei-
ther an experimentation activity with a speciic role, e.g., experiments used for calibration, validation, or
analysis [10], or experiments of a speciic type, such as sensitivity analysis or statistical model checking.

(3) Eventually, from the provenance information a new activity including the adapted simulation experiment
will be generated. herefore, experiment paterns are used as blueprints for creating a new activity and
connecting all entities correctly.

(4) Condition paterns represent the relationship between the trigger paterns, experiment paterns, and the
rest of the provenance graph.hey are particularly important when expressing rules for complex use cases
that need to incorporate the context of the activities.

In the following, we predeine a number of provenance paterns based on our experience with simulation
studies (from cell biology) where the development of a valid model is in focus and thus multiple model iterations
are produced [10]. hese paterns, illustrated in Figure 3, allow us to cover the scenarios described above in
Section 3. However, this list is not exhaustive and theremay be special use cases and paterns from other domains.
he modular architecture of our framework allows users to add custom paterns and to use them in deining new
rules.

“Reining SimulationModel” Patern: Model reinement or extension is the typical model-building step during a
simulation study. It involves a single simulationmodel and produces a new one. Usually, a variety of other entities
are used during a model building step such as research questions, qualitative models, theories, assumptions,
requirements, and data. If the used model entity belongs to a diferent simulation study than the generated
model, the patern describes the extension or reinement of an existing typically already validated model.

“Creating Simulation Model” Patern: When a simulation model is created from scratch no simulation model is
used. However, analogously to the reining patern, various entities can be used: research questions, qualitative
models, theories, assumptions, requirements, data, or other information sources. he output of the “creating
simulation model” activity is an initial simulation model that is either entirely new or just has not been linked
to another study yet.

“Re-Implementing SimulationModel” Patern: Sometimesmodels are not reined or extended but re-implemented
using other tools or languages. When re-implementing a simulation model, the provenance graph relects this
as a model-building activity, i.e., a simulation model is used, and another simulation model is generated by the
activity. But in contrast to extending or reining, no new conceptual materials (such as a qualitative model, or
input data) are used.

“Composing Simulation Model” Patern: he composition patern involves two simulation models as input to
an activity (used-dependency). hese are fused into a composed model, i.e., the output of this activity. Similar to
the reining or creating simulation model patern, further entities can be used that deliver context information
about why and how to combine the models. Moreover, the used models and the composed model may belong to
diferent simulation studies.

“Calibrating Simulation Model” Patern: In a calibration experiment, the model parameters are ited with the
help of additional context data. hus, the input of the calibrating simulation model patern consists of a simu-
lation model as well as data or alternatively a requirement entity (if the requirement, e.g, expresses properties
of the target trajectory and a distance measure). he output of a calibration activity is a simulation experiment
containing the experiment speciication, a data entity containing the simulation output and the calibration sta-
tus (success/failure), as well as a modiied (ited) simulation model. Of course, further entities are allowed as
input to the calibration, e.g., assumptions or theories or input data, but these are not required. Also, simulation
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Fig. 3. Provenance paterns for interpreting changes in the simulation models (trigger paterns), finding suitable simulation
experiments to reuse (experiment paterns), and expressing the relationship between trigger patern, experiment patern, and
the rest of the provenance graph (condition paterns). The paterns show what entities are required as inputs and outputs
for a certain type of activity. The multi-entities (X) are used to capture all remaining inputs, however, they must not contain
entities of the type simulation model (SM).

experiments may be used as input to a calibration.his indicates that the new experiment was created by reusing
a previous experiment.

“Validating Simulation Model” Patern: he validating simulation model patern looks in large parts similar to
the calibration paterns. Here, also either a data or requirement entity is required. As in the case of calibration,
other entities can be used, e.g., to input data containing the initial coniguration, or reused simulation experiment.
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Products of the validation activity are a simulation experiment and simulation data indicating the success or
failure of the validation. In contrast to calibration, no new simulation model is generated.

“Analyzing Simulation Model” Patern: An analyzing simulation model activity uses a single simulation model
as input, produces a simulation experiment and simulation data. In contrast to calibration and validation activi-
ties, they do not require speciic input entities and their results are not interpreted as success or failure.

“Sensitivity Analysis” Patern: Especially with analysis experiments, we could also ask more speciically about
an experiment type that was conducted during the simulation study. herefore, the experiment paterns can be
reined by including meta-data from the information model of the experiment entity. For example the analysis
patern can be reined to a “sensitivity analysis” patern. his, of course, assumes that the experiment type was
made explicit as an atribute in the information model of the experiment entity.

“isBasedOn” Patern: his patern relates two simulation models. A simulation model SM’ is said to be based
on another simulation model SM if a directed path exists in the provenance graph from SM’ to SM.

“haveSameOrigin” Patern: his patern is used to express that two simulation models (SM’ and SM”) have
a common predecessor model from which their development started. his is the case if there exists a third
simulation model SM to which from both SM’ and SM” exists a path, and SM’ is not based on SM”, and SM” is
not based on SM’.

“areEqual” Patern: his patern takes two simulation models. he two models are considered to be equal if
their IDs, contained in the information models, are equal.

“isValidated” Patern: his patern is used to describe that a simulation model is validated. A simulation model
is considered to be validated if a simulation experiment exists that was executed with this model, and the corre-
sponding data entity shows the validation status “successful” in its information model.

4.2.2 Construction of the Rules. he reuse of simulation experiments will be based on a graph transformation
system. he graph transformation system is given by a set of production rules �, which we will also call the
reuse rules. A reuse rule is given in the form (�, �, � ) → ���� , where the let-hand side of the rule consists of
a trigger patern � , an experiment patern �, and a condition function � relating the two. A trigger patern is a
provenance graph that is considered to contain exactly one activity node and one simulation model entity that
was generated by that activity. Similarly, an experiment patern is considered to contain exactly one activity,
however, it must contain one simulation experiment entity that was generated by the activity. he condition is a
Boolean function that evaluates on the trigger and the experiment patern. It is composed of predicates and logic
operator symbols, where a predicate refers to a condition patern� (e.g., isBasedOn(Simulation Model, Simulation
Model) or isValidated(Simulation Model)). Condition paterns can be arbitrary provenance paterns, with the
restriction that they have to share some parts with the trigger patern or the experiment patern,�∩ (� ∪�) ≠ ∅.
he right-hand side of a rule takes the entities from the let-hand side and describes how they have to be

extended, i.e., ���� = (�, �,�) ∪ �′, where �′ is also an experiment patern either of the same kind or diferent
kind as �. his way the new experiment activity can be recognized and reused in future model development
cycles. Moreover, the entities � used by the activity � of �′ have to be reused parts of the trigger or experiment
patern, i.e., ∀�, � ∈ �′ : ���� (�, �) =⇒ � ∈ � ∪� . Note that thereby we do not allow rules that modify or delete
existing nodes.

For our framework, we predeine a set of rules that map to the scenarios from Section 3 using the paterns
from Section 4.2.1. However, there might be domains where these paterns and rules do not apply. herefore,
we allow the rule set to be customized by enabling or disabling rules depending on the user’s level of expertise.
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Furthermore, custom rules can be created for speciic setings by combining trigger paterns, experiment paterns,
and condition paterns as needed. Also, new paterns can be deined.

4.3 Rule Matching Algorithm
he rule matching procedure is given in Algorithm 1. It is started each time a new activity � including depen-
dencies and newly generated entities was completed and added to the given provenance graph� . For each rule,
irst, the trigger patern is matched in � . Here the most recent activity � serves as an anchor point, i.e., the
trigger patern can only match at that activity (identiied by its ��). his is used to limit the search space and to
only retrieve subgraphs relevant to the current activity and thus the current simulation model. If, for example,
already a cascade of generated simulation experiments exists, not all of these need to be reused, but only the
latest version conducted with the predecessor model is used. Note that according to our deinitions, a trigger
patern only contains one activity.

If the trigger of the rulematches the current activity, all occurrences of � that fulill the conditions in relation to
the matched trigger � (�, �) are collected. We will oten ind multiple reusable experiments for the same trigger,
for example, various validation experiments where each checks a diferent behavioral property of the model
given by a requirement entity. hese experiments can be reused, adapted, and executed in parallel, as the results
of experiments conducted with the same trigger model are independent of one another. For the same reason, the
rules do not have to be evaluated in a speciic order.

For each of the matches � ∈ � , irst the old experiment speciication is retrieved from � , and an adapted
version �′ is generated for the new simulationmodel. Subsection 4.4 describes this in detail.hen, the experiment
speciication is executed with the new model, and the simulation result data � and possibly a new ited model�
are obtained. he generation patern ���� from the right-hand side of the rule provides the blueprint for creating
new entities, activities, and dependencies. By instantiating this blueprint, a new subgraph ���� is created. To
complete the new provenance, the simulation results have to be stored in the information model of the new
simulation data entity, the generated experiment speciication has to be stored in the new simulation experiment
entity, and if available, the new model speciication has to be stored in the new model entity. Finally, the ����
is temporarily added to the collection � .

When all rules have been evaluated, the collection of new subgraphs can be added at once to the provenance
graph, i.e., � = � + � . Before that, however, the algorithm has to wait until all experiment executions are
completed. his is necessary since a rule might produce a new simulation model and thus would immediately
trigger a new round of rule matching. In case the next experiments to be generated depend on the results of the
previous experiments, the simulation results should be available before the algorithm proceeds.
he complexity of the matching procedure depends on the number of rules evaluate and the size of the prove-

nance graph and the provenance paterns to be matched. To support, e.g., the scenarios described in Section 3,
only seven rules are required (where the validation scenario accounts for two rules: model extension and model
composition). Further, our approach works on aggregated provenance where only the macroscopic steps are
viewed, i.e., model building, model calibration, model validation, and model analysis. hese high-level prove-
nance graphs and query paterns are easily manageable for state-of-the-art graph databases. Overall, in light of
the runtimes required to execute the experiments themselves, which can easily add up to several hours for a
single simulation run, the time required for rule matching is negligible.

4.4 Adaptation of the Experiment Specifications
he old experiment speciications extracted via the experiment paterns may not be executable with the current
model (version). To evaluate whether changes have to be made to the experiment speciication, the contexts of
the old and new simulation experiments need to be taken into account. Under the term context, we subsume all
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Algorithm 1: Rule matching at activity �
Input: a provenance graph � , a set of reuse rules �, the current activity �

1 � ← ∅

2 for each (�, �, � ) → ���� in � do
3 � ← ind match of � in � where activity id of � equals id of �
4 if � ≠ null then
5 � ← ind all matches � of � in � where � (�, �) = ����
6 for each � in� do in parallel
7 � ← get experiment speciication from �

8 �′← adapt � based on �
9 �,�← execute �′

10 ���� ← instantiate ����
11 add experiment speciication �′ to ����
12 add result data � to ����
13 add simulation model� to ����
14 � ← � ∪ ����

15 wait for all parallel tasks
16 � ← � + �

entities that participated in the model building process. hese may be, e.g., the qualitative model, assumptions,
data and information sources, research question, assumptions, or theories, which are also known as the concep-
tual model [56]. We trace these entities in the provenance graph and check newer versions (i.e., since the last
experiment execution) for relevant information.

But before any adaptations can be made, we have to make all the parts of the experiment speciications easily
accessible. herefore, they are translated to an intermediate representation, which we will call the canonical
form. In the canonical form, each part of the experiment speciication is assigned a quasi-standardized identiier.
Based on these identiiers, adaptions can be deined just once for a variety of diferent modeling and simulation
tools and approaches. For the translation, we use a metamodel of simulation experiments, see Figure 4. he
metamodel deines the vocabularies for various simulation approaches (e.g., discrete-event simulation) as well
as experiment-type-speciic vocabulary (e.g., for sensitivity analysis or statistical model checking).

Which of these parts needs to be adapted in the selected experiment speciications can be derived from the
information models of the provenance entities. he beter these are structured and substantiated with formal
expressions, the beter they can be exploited automatically. Plenty of work on conceptual modeling [56], work-
lows [58], and provenance ontologies [10] focuses on the contents of the various entities. In the following we
list some adaptations that are currently supported in our framework:
• he current simulation model may be located in a diferent folder than the old model, or it may have a
diferent name. To update the experiment speciication accordingly, meta-information from the simulation
model entity can be used.
• Parameter names and initial values belong to every experiment speciication. If the name of a parameter
changed or if the initial values of the model were revised, they also need to be updated in the reused
experiment speciication. he qualitative model is the entity that comprises valuable information about
model inputs. Also, the simulation model itself might be annotated with useful information.

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 4. Adapting and generating simulation experiments based on metamodels. The pipeline and the metamodels were
defined in [74].

• Similarly to the set of parameters, the speciication of the observed species might have to be adapted. Again
the qualitative model or the simulation model can provide information about the model outputs.
• For simulation experiments such as parameter scans or sensitivity analyses, a central aspect of the speci-
ication is the experiment design. It includes specifying the minimum and maximum value as well as the
probability distribution of each factor (i.e., parameter varied during the experiment). Information about
the values of a factor may be available in the form of assumption entities.
• Other experiment types, such as statistical model checking, rely onmodel properties expressed as temporal
logic formulas. Occasionally, the expression may have changed since the last execution of the simulation
experiment, which will be indicated by an update on a requirement entity in the provenance graph. If
the formula is included explicitly in the requirement entity, it can automatically be inserted into the new
experiment speciication.

While some changes are easy to detect, others require special mechanisms for comparing provenance entities.
One option is annotating the information models with tags from various ontologies. hese can be ontologies to
identify a parameter or compartment (e.g., the Gene Ontology (GO) [67]) or ontologies to identify an algorithm
or methodology (e.g., the Kinetic Simulation Algorithm Ontology (KiSAO) [14], or an Ontology for Discrete-
event MOdeling and simulation (DeMO) [65]). Sometimes, if not enough meta-data is available in other entities,
the simulation model speciications need to be compared. In that case, an approach for characterizing changes
in model iles could be used [62].

Ater adapting the experiment speciication in the canonical form, it translated back to a speciication in a
concrete language of a backend using the metamodel. Which backend (and thus experiment language) is used,
depends on the models and experiments at hand. If experiments are reused within the same simulation study,
typically the same language and backend can be used as with the original experiment. On the contrary, when
an experiment is reused across simulation studies, it is likely that these studies use diferent tools, and thus
the new simulation experiment will be generated in a diferent language. Information about which backend the
current simulation study uses can be determined by looking at other simulation experiments from that study.
While it is favorable to use tools consistently during a simulation study, the metamodel-based approach allows
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us to use any backend, as long as the kind of simulation model and the type of experiment are supported. For
example, a parameter scan of a model formulated in SBML [31] could be conducted in both COPASI [30] and a
general-purpose programming language like Python or Java using the library LibSBML [9].

5 IMPLEMENTATION
he implementation of RASE is openly available in a Git repository1. All sotware components were implemented
using Java 8. he API allows users to connect the framework to any application that produces provenance. his
can be done by creating diferent kinds of provenance nodes and relationships, and sending them to the Prov
Model Controller via Provenance Commits (see Figure 5). Currently, the high-level provenancemodel introduced
in Section 2.1 is assumed, which is implemented in a separate module, and provides the classes Assumption, Data,
Experiment, etc. as entity types. Note that the provenance model shown in Figure 5 merely relects the current
state of the implementation and may be extended in future work to accommodate new use cases. he recorded
provenance is stored in a Neo4j graph database [42]. Accordingly, the queries for the various provenance paterns
are expressed in the Cypher query language [20].

We facilitate a previously developed MDE-based toolchain [74] for adapting, generating, and executing sim-
ulation experiment speciications. his allows us to handle a variety of speciication formats and simulation
backends. As intermediate representation for the experiment adaption, it uses JSON documents [33] based on
metamodels deined in JSON Schema [34]. For the automatic execution of simulation experiments, it already
provides a number of bindings to backends, e.g., for SESSL [17] and ML-Rules [26], which are used in the Wnt
signaling case study. For the migration case study of this paper, we implemented an additional binding for sim-
ulation experiments conducted with Julia [8] and R [52].

Note, that in this paper we focus on fully automated cases, i.e., everything from recording provenance to ex-
ecuting the generated experiments is done automatically. However, oten user inputs are required to correctly
adapt the experiment speciications. For this purpose, the experiment generator includes a graphical user inter-
face (GUI) based on JavaFX for presenting the generated experiment speciications to the user and to allow them
to make manual changes [74]. he graphical support feature can be enabled via the API. Furthermore, the API
allows users to customize the set of provenance paterns and reuse rules via abstract classes, analogously to the
implementation of our case studies, to receive the necessary level of support. For users with litle programming
experience, the implementation of new rule can still be diicult. herefore, we are planning to evolve the API’s
usability and documentation as part of our future work.

6 CASE STUDIES
We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach in two diferent simulation studies. In the irst case study, we will
show a repeated sensitivity analysis of a model of migration routes. In the second case study, we will reuse an
experiment across simulation studies for cross-validation. Aterward, we discuss the advantages of our approach
in the ields of sociology and cell biology. To reproduce the case studies, please refer to the accompanying Zenodo
publication2.

Since in this paper we can only show a selected set of rules and paterns at work, with our source code we
provide an additional, abstract simulation study to illustrate further reuse cases based on a predator-prey model.

6.1 Configuration of the Rule Set
For the case studies, we deine two exemplary rules as shown in Figure 6. he irst rule (�1) describes the genera-
tion of a sensitivity analysis. It takes a model reinement step as a trigger and the sensitivity analysis patern for

1https://git.informatik.uni-rostock.de/mosi/exp-generation
2https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6792025
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Fig. 5. API for capturing provenance. Various kinds of provenance nodes and provenance relationships between two nodes
can be created and grouped via provenance commits. These can be send to the graph database via the ProvModel Controller,
which may trigger some reuse rules to fire. Provenance nodes can be either activities or entities and have to be filled with
metadata. For instance, the entity type Experiment provides the fields Role (e.g., for calibrating or validating the simulation
model), Type (e.g., sensitivity analysis or steady-state analysis), Reference (i.e., the path to the experiment specification),
and Tool (i.e., the tool for running the experiment).

inding previous experiments. As a condition for searching in the provenance graph, the simulation model used
in the reinement has to be the same model that was used in the sensitivity analysis. From this information, a
new activity is generated that takes the latest simulation model (from the trigger patern), as well as other inputs
from the previous experiment activity (accumulated in the multi-entity Y). To denote that an experiment was
reused during this step, also the old simulation experiments SE is taken as input. he output of the new activity
is a simulation experiment entity with type sensitivity analysis. Moreover, a simulation data entity is generated.

he second rule (�2) example presents the cross-validation scenario. Here, model calibration is used as a trigger
activity. Suitable experiments to reuse are identiied using the analysis patern. However, further conditions have
to apply, i.e., the simulation model used in the trigger patern has to be based on the simulation model used in the
analysis patern, they have to belong to diferent studies, and the model used in the analysis has to be validated.
he generated activity corresponds to the validation patern. In contrast to the generation part in �1, here the
output data of the previous experiment is taken as input to allow for comparison of the two models.

6.2 Repeated Analysis of a Migration Model
heirst case study refers to an agent-based model of asylummigration to Europe [28] focusing on the formation
of migration routes in response to spread of information. It aims to connect individual decisions (information
transfer) on the micro-level to processes observed at the macro level (variability and optimality of migration
routes). Models are successively reined and analyzed3 in response to developing theoretical lines of inquiry and
the introduction of diferent data sources, which presents various opportunities for our framework to automat-
ically reuse and generate simulation experiments. he provenance of the study was described in [55]. Here, we
3M1–M2: https://github.com/mhinsch/RoutesRumours, M3–M5: https://github.com/mhinsch/rgct_data
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Fig. 6. Rule r1 describes the repetition of a sensitivity analysis. Rule r2 shows the cross-validation scenario. In both rules,
the let-hand side specifies a trigger patern, a patern of a previous simulation experiment, and additional conditions. The
right-hand side extends the provenance graph by a new experiment activity (shown in green).

only show the parts that focus on the modeling and analysis activities (Figure 7). Everything concerning psycho-
logical experiments and data processing is omited. Furthermore, we modiied the provenance slightly to make
the experiment speciications explicit (�1 − �4).
he simulation study begins with the creation of a model M1, which already includes agent knowledge, social

networks, and information exchange with discrete-time behavior, and model M2 which alters the simulated
world from a grid-based layout to a more general and less densely connected graph topography [27].

During the model building steps m2’ and m3, diferent versions of the originally time-stepped model (M2)
are created to obtain more realistic time courses. Model M3 then presents a continuous-time version of M2,
implemented in Julia [8]. With this continuous-time model M3, now irst experiments are conducted.

In a1, a parameter scan is employed to reduce the 17 parameters to the 6 most inluential factors. hen, in a2 a
sensitivity analysis is conducted on the selected parameters.he analysis uses a Latin Hypercube sample to build
Gaussian process emulators and carry out the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. In the original publication, the
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity indices calculated for the output mean_freq_plan with (a) the original experiment and model M3, and (b)
the automatically reused experiment and model M4.

analysis was conductedwith the (GUI-based) tool GEM-SA. For this case study, we prepared the same experiment
as R scripts to have the experiment speciications accessible to our approach 4.

Following the experiment, the next model version is developed to include additional empirical data on in-
formation exchange and risk behavior, i.e., RQ2 and RF are used during the model reinement step m4. his
model reinement now triggers the rule matching of our approach. Rule �1 can be applied at activity m4 and the

4https://github.com/jasonhilton/screen_run
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following match is found:

����ℎ1 = {��
′ ← �3, � ← {��2, �� }, �� ′′ ← �4,

�� ← �3, � ← {�01, �1}, �� ← �2, �� ← �2},

where the let-hand side of the arrows represents the variable names given in the rules, and the right-hand side
represents the names of the matched entities from the provenance graph in Figure 7.
Executing the rule generates a new activity a3, and used-dependencies are drawn to the new simulation model

M4, the previous experiment E2, and other input entities involved in a2, i.e., K01 and S1. As output, according to
the “sensitivity analysis” patern, an experiment entity E3, and a simulation data entity S3 are generated. When
generating the new experiment speciication for entity E3, the model name has to be adapted from “M3” to “M4”.
In addition, the list of parameters is updated to include also the factors concerning risk behavior. Running the
experiment produces main and total order sensitivity information which is added to the information model of S3.
Figure 8 shows the sensitivity data for M3 (let) and M4 (right) for the output mean_freq_plan, which captures
the proportion of time for which agents are following their plan for transiting the space. In both model versions,
the parameter p_transfer_info was identiied as the key driver for planning behavior, indicating that information
transfer was crucial for plan choice. However, it is noticeable that the addition of risk behavior in M4 does not
have any substantial inluence on this particular output.

Following the experiment results, the simulation model is reined further. New data entities and research
questions are included in the nextmodel reinement step, which produces themodel versionM5. Again, triggered
by the reinement activity, our approach automatically repeats the previous sensitivity analysis experiment.
his time the activity m5 is taken as the anchor point for matching the rule r1. he activity a4 is automatically
generated including the new entities E4 and S4, and new used-connections to the inputs K01, S1, and the previous
experiment E3.

6.3 Cross-Validation of two Models of the Wnt/β-Catenin Signaling Pathway
he Wnt/β-Catenin signaling pathway is a central pathway in the development and homeostasis of cells [48].
Degenerated forms of this pathway are involved in a number of cancers and neurological disorders [11]. he
study by Haack et al. (2015) analyses the regulation of Wnt signaling in the initial cell fate commitment phase of
neuronal progenitor cells [24]. In-vitro experiments indicated that rat- and redox-dependent signaling events
play a crucial role in the regulation of Wnt signaling during this phase. A previous simulation model of the
Wnt signaling pathway by Lee et al. (2003) [37] does not contain the corresponding model entities to accurately
represent these regulatory mechanisms. herefore the Lee model was extended with a membrane model compo-
nent as well as additional intracellular model entities. he extended model was calibrated against new in-vitro
data and subsequently cross-validated with simulation data from the Lee study to ensure that the basic model
behavior was not changed due to the extension and (re-)calibration of the model.

Provenance for both simulation studies was documented by [10]. Figure 9 (let) depicts the entire provenance
graph of the Lee study. For the Haack et al. study, we only show the initial phase with the irst few activities
(model building BSM1 and calibration CSM1) until the irst automatic experiment generation. he connection
between the models is shown by a used relationship between SM2 of the Lee model and BSM1 of the Haack
model. Following the model extension, a calibration experiment is conducted. his is recognized as a trigger by
our approach5.

In particular, the cross-validation rule �2 can be applied at CSM1. Note that to save space, in Figure 9 activities
of the same type are displayed in aggregated form (e.g., ASM1 of the Lee study aggregates four experiment

5he resources for the Wnt case study are provided with the main repository: https://git.informatik.uni-rostock.de/mosi/exp-generation
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study. Both studies are related via the model building activity BSM1. Following the calibration activity CSM1, cross-
validation is triggered for the new model SM2. Thus, a new validation activity VSM1 is generated which reuses the sim-
ulation experiment SE6 and the simulation data SD6 from the Lee study and produces an adapted simulation experiment
SE3 and the simulation data SD3.

activities). hus, this yields four diferent matches of the rule. E.g., ����ℎ1 matches SE5, SD5, and input data
WD8 as suitable candidates for reuse, and����ℎ2 matches SE6 and SD6:

����ℎ1 = {��
′ ← ��1, � ←��2, � ← ∅, ��′ ← ��1, �� ′ ← ��1, �� ′′ ← ��2,

�� ← ��2, � ← {��8}, �� ← ��5, �� ← ��5}

����ℎ2 = {��
′ ← ��1, � ←��2, � ← ∅, ��′ ← ��1, �� ′ ← ��1, �� ′′ ← ��2,

�� ← ��2, � ← ∅, �� ← ��6, �� ← ��6}.

Figure 9 exemplarily shows the generated validation activity based on SE6 and SD6 of the Lee et al. study
and the new model SM2 of the Haack et al. study. he simulation experiment SE6 was speciied in SED-ML and
the corresponding model SM2 of the Lee et al. study in SBML [31]. he iles6 are available on the BioModels
database [41]. However, as the Wnt model by Haack et al. was speciied using the rule-based modeling language
ML-Rules [26], and the experiments are conducted using the experiment speciication language SESSL [17],
during the adaption and generation step, the experiment speciication has to be translated.

During the translation, to receive an executable experiment speciication, it is checked whether the observed
species are still known under the same name in the extended model. Here, we facilitate the qualitative models
(both denoted QM1) based on which the simulation models were built. he qualitative models contain a list of
species, each annotated with proteome identiiers using the Uniprot proteome identiier (UPID) [12]. Table 1

6https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels/BIOMD0000000658
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Table 1. UniProtKB IDs (prefixed by UniProtKB) are used to identify the species involved in the Lee model, and to map
them to species in the Haack model.

Lee Model Haack Model Ontology Tag
W Wnt UniProtKB - P31285 (WNT3A)
Axin Axin UniProtKB - Q9YGY0 (AXIN1)
Beta-catenin Bcat UniProtKB - P26233 (CTNB1)
Dsh Dvl UniProtKB - P51142 (DVL2)

shows a mapping of selected model species from the Lee and Haack models. In the case of Beta-catenin, which
is the variable of interest in this experiment, a translation is required.

But also other aspects of the experiments or models might have to be considered when reusing an experiment
from a diferent simulation study. For instance, in our case study, both models are subject to diferent time
scales. his is because the parameters of both models were ited against experimental data from Xenopus egg
extracts and human neural progenitor cells, two cell-biological systems with diferent time scales. herefore,
when comparing simulation results between both models, experiment outputs need to be translated by a certain
factor.

Ater these adaptations, the new experiment SE3 is generated and can inally be executed. Figure 10 shows the
cross-validation results. It compares the trajectories of the key protein β-catenin, an indicator of the pathway’s
activity, produced by the Lee and the Haack model (with adapted time scale) when stimulated with a transient
stimulus. Ater applying the correct transformation factor, that corrects for the varying time scales, the β-catenin
curves show the same maximum at the same time. his means that the extensions applied in the study of Haack
et al. do not alter the dynamics of the pathway.

6.4 Results
In both case studies, we successfully demonstrated how provenance information can be exploited in conducting
simulation studies in a more systematic and efective manner. Changes (or lack of changes) in the sensitivity of
simulation outputs to parameters following substantive alterations to the model provide important information
about the mechanisms at work in a simulated system. In the case of the migration model above, changes in
the decision-making process of agents did not hugely afect the output in question. he ability to automatically
identify the experiment needed for sensitivity analysis (and subsequently to trigger this experiment following
a change in the model) signiicantly shortens the modeling cycle and reduces the burden on the modeler. his
means that the focus can be on analyzing and interpreting simulation results and considering additional model-
ing steps.

In addition to shortening the modeling cycle, automated experiment speciication is also valuable to increase
the models’ validity and reusability. For instance, in the Haack study, an existing model was extended by further
model components that signiicantly altered the structure of the model. However, despite the changes, the model
should still be able to reproduce basic dynamics of the pathway that were either obtained in wet-lab experiments
or by simulations of a previous model version. he ability to automatically identify and reuse all experiments
that are necessary to establish the validity of a model allows for easier and more rigorous validation of extended
models.
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6.5 Discussion
Our approach relies on two requirements: 1) on documenting simulation studies as graphs following the prove-
nance standard PROV-DM and 2) on executable simulation experiments, simulation models, and input data as
part of or referenced in the graphs. Referring to 2), the last decades have seen increasing eforts of documenting
simulation studies and making the diverse artifacts, including the simulation experiments, available to ensure
the reproducibility and credibility of study results. hese can now be exploited by our approach. E.g., the sys-
tems biology community made substantial progress in standardizing their speciication formats as well as the
way they package and share simulation models [63, 68]. Explicit simulation artifacts are, e.g., made available as
COMBINE archives [7], which comprise separate model and simulation experiment iles as well as data. Also
in the agent-based modeling community executable artifacts are shared, e.g., via OpenABM [32] and Jupyter
notebooks [4].

Regarding requirement 1), the provenance standard PROV-DM comes with a lot of beneits, such as improved
visualization and analysis of the simulation study, but is currently not widely used in simulation. However,
provenance may also come in a diferent form. For instance, documentations based on reporting guidelines,
such as TRACE [22] and STRESS [44], provide crucial information about a simulation study in the form of
verbal narratives. hey describe the inputs, outputs, and versions of a model as well as the analyses conducted.
Oten they refer to platforms such as GitHub, where the described artifacts are made available. To apply our
patern-based approach to studies that use non-standardized provenance, two ways exist. First, the provenance
could be transformed to PROV-DM. Here, recent approaches for automatically capturing provenance could be
facilitated as a pre-processing step to our framework. hese include, e.g., the abstract syntax tree analysis and
execution trace analysis of scripts [46], the interpretation of electronic lab notebooks using ontologies [64],
and the extraction of facts from scientiic articles [36]. he second way would be to recognize paterns in these
documentations directly. In TRACE, e.g., it is already annotatedwhether an experiment was run for calibration or
validation, which would facilitate the recognition. COMBINE archives, as an other example, could be interpreted
as a single experimentation activity that can be reused to generate a new experiment, i.e., a new COMBINE
archive.
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In future work, we plan to look more closely into dealing with these other forms of documenting simulation
studies, outside of the provenance standard. We anticipate that in the near future more helper tools for prove-
nance transformation and provenance patern recognition will become available, and thus will make provenance
patern-based support mechanisms even more feasible. However, we are aware that there are domains that use
closed-source, all-in-one tooling for which integration with our framework would be diicult.

7 RELATED WORK
Following the reproducibility crisis [50], changes in how simulation studies are conducted (and thus how simula-
tion experiments are carried out) were required. herefore, in recent years, simulation researchers investigated
the reuse and/or generation of simulation experiments or parts thereof. Table 2 summarizes the related work on
reusing and/or generating simulation experiments with regards to their overall objective, the central methodol-
ogy applied, the experiment types supported, the simulation tools supported, and the scope of the automation
(i.e., how the generation process is initiated, and whether the approach can be used within or across simulation
studies). hese are compared to the features of the approach presented in this paper (RASE).

hemodel-driven engineering (MDE) approach by Teran-Somohano et al. [66] targets the generation of exper-
iment designs for single simulation experiments anywhere in the modeling life cycle. However, the experiments
are generated based on user inputs, without considering provenance information.

Yilmaz et al. demonstrated the potential of MDE for generating experiment designs for hypothesis testing as
part of a goal-hypothesis-experiment framework [75]. For generating experiment designs from hypotheses, the
formal speciication of hypotheses using a domain-speciic language (DSL) is central, as shown by Lorig [39].
Again, they do not target speciic steps in the modeling and simulation life cycle and the generation has to be
triggered by the user.

he approach by Peng et al. [51] targets the reuse of statistical model checking experiments ater model
composition. Logic formulas, speciied in Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL) [40], are merged to express
and check the properties of the composed model. he generation must be triggered by a user, providing the
formulas and adaptation information.

he cardiac electrophysiologywet lab designed by Cooper et al. [13] targeted the comparison and validation of
simulation models. Similar to our approach, all data and experiments are stored. When a user uploads a inished
model to the database, it is automatically cross-checked with other models by running all available experiments
on the new model. Due to the limitation to cardiac electrophysiology, and the use of well-deined formats and
naming conventions a high degree of automation can be achieved. However, the process of developing a model,
including the various iteration of model building, calibration, and validation, is not supported.

he artifact-basedworklow by Ruscheinski et al. [58] can guide users through the various building, calibration
and validation steps of a model, and to repeating simulation experiments if certain milestones are achieved
or invalidated. he concept of toolboxes enables the lexible use of diferent simulation tools and experiment
types inside the worklow. However, the experiments are not automatically speciied, adapted and executed by
the worklow. herefore, we suggest combining the artifact-based worklow with our approach where it would
function as a provenance recording tool.

In contrast to the existing research, we provide a provenance-based mechanism for automatically reusing,
adapting, and executing simulation experiments during the simulation study. Exploiting provenance informa-
tion of the simulation study given in the provenance standard PROV-DM allows us to reason about the various
model building and experimentation activities that can serve as triggers to the experiment generation, and for
automatically selecting suitable simulation experiments to reuse. hus, the approach is not restricted to speciic
setings and can cover any experiment type, be it factorial sweeps, statistical model checking or optimization.
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Table 2. Comparison of related work on generating simulation experiments. n.a. = not applicable.

Publication Objective Central Method-
ology

Experiment
Types

Supported For-
mats, Tools

Generation Trig-
ger

Across
Studies

Teran-Somohano et al. (2015) Generation of factorial de-
signs

Model-driven en-
gineering

Factorial designs Repast User input (GUI-
guided)

no

Yilmaz et al. (2016) Generation of experiment de-
signs from hypotheses

Model-driven en-
gineering

Hypothesis test-
ing

n.a. User input (goals) no

Lorig (2019) Generation of experiment de-
signs from hypotheses

Formal hypothe-
sis speciication

Hypothesis test-
ing

NetLogo User input (hy-
potheses)

no

Cooper et al. (2016) Comparison and validation
of electrophysiological cell
models

Online database
of models, exper-
iments and data

Flexible CellML, SED-ML User input
(model upload)

yes

Peng et al. (2017) Reuse and adaption of simu-
lation experiments for model
composition

Composition
of experiment
speciications

Statistical model
checking

SESSL, MITL User input (logic
formulae, adap-
tion information)

yes

Ruscheinski et al. (2019a) Guidance for re-running ex-
periments based on artifact
milestones

Artifact-based
worklow

Flexible Flexible User input (GUI-
guided)

no

RASE Reuse and adaptation of sim-
ulation experiments based on
provenance information col-
lected throughout the simula-
tion study

PROV-DM
paterns and
inference rules,
Model-driven
engineering

Flexible Flexible Automatically
recognized
model building
activities

yes

In addition, provenance contains valuable information that allows for an automatic adaption of the reused ex-
periment speciications. In contrast to Peng et al., where the adaption information needed to be provided by
the user speciically for each experiment generation, this information can now be automatically extracted from
the provenance of the simulation study. Integrating this with an MDE approach for generating and translating
simulation experiments allows us to lexibly support a variety of experiment types and a variety of modeling
and simulation tools. In contrast to Ruscheinski et al., MDE also facilitates automatic reuse across simulation
studies that use diferent tooling as experiment speciications can be translated automatically.

8 CONCLUSIONS
he repetition of simulation experiments forms a salient feature of the model development process. Regression
testing of successive model reinements and cross-validation of related models are just some examples of this.
In this paper, we exploit provenance information of simulation studies to automatically identify suitable ex-
periments to reuse depending on the last model development steps and to automatically adapt the experiment
speciications accordingly for the new model version. he central methods of our approach are the deinition of
provenance paterns and the construction of reuse rules. Our collection of paterns and rules captures knowledge
about simulation studies explicitly and thereby contributes to the conduction of more systematic and efective
simulation studies. We successfully demonstrated the applicability of our approach in the context of human mi-
gration models as well as cell biology models. he sotware prototype of our Reuse and Adapt framework for
Simulation Experiments (RASE) is publicly and permanently available.

To expand the scope of our framework, it could be integrated, e.g., with approaches for automatically analyzing
and interpreting the simulation output [18], or approaches for experiment prioritization if limited resources are
available, analogously to approaches for test prioritization known in sotware engineering [47]. Also, we are
planning to improve the API and add (graphical) support for specifying new paterns and rules to allow for easier
usability and customizability of our framework. So far, our work concentrates on the reuse of existing simulation
experiments. However, another interesting step forward would be exploiting provenance for generating new
experiments from scratch (i.e., without reusing a previous experiment speciication as a blueprint).
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